Year Five Home Learning Activities
Maths
Power Maths
Please support your child to continue with their Power Maths workbook.
Complete one lesson each day. They could also look back through their book and
answer questions they have not completed from previous lessons.
Arithmetic
Children need to be confident in all times tables. Please continue to practise
these at home.
Please practise the four operations. Make sure your child can perform addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division calculations with confidence. You can
practise these skills using Mathletics.

English
Reading
Please continue to read daily with your child and ask them questions about what
they have read (using the attached question mat).
Some suggested activities you could complete:





Write a book review
Create a wanted poster for a character in a book they have read
‘Be the Teacher’ – think of questions to ask somebody else about what
they have read.



Create a list of modal verbs, fronted adverbials, verbs and adverbs they
have spotted in books

Challenge: Can they complete the reading bingo attached?
Writing
Year 5 and 6 Spelling Mat


Learn how to spell the words from the list




Use a dictionary to find the meaning of words from the list
Write sentences with the words in

RE
We would like the children to present the events of Holy Week in an interesting
and creative way. They can do this in any way they like but here are some ideas
if they are feeling stuck: through art, in a shoebox, a booklet, a comic strip …
the possibilities are endless! Please make sure they include some writing too,
explaining the events and their significance. Encourage them to draw on previous
experiences at Church and school.
We look forward to seeing them, when we return to school!

Reading Bingo!
Reading Bingo – can you complete them all? Colour in the ones you have completed.
Read a poem
Poem name:
Look for a read a
non-fiction book

Choose and read a
book with a one word
title

Take a picture of
you reading in a
bizarre place.

Read a story
written by a
female author
Read a book
that has been
made into a
movie
Read a book
which is in a
series e.g.
Harry Potter
Read to someone
younger than
you. Can you
take a picture?

Read a leaflet

Read a magazine

Read a book with
an animal as a
main character

Take turns reading
a page each with
someone else.

Read a menu –
could you create
your own?
Read a book over
50 pages

Read a book and
create some of
your own questions
for someone else
to answer.
Can you put on
different voices
for each character
in the book?

